
Minutes of Camden Cycling Campaign Meeting. 14 July 2003.

Present: James Brander (chair), Daniel Glaser, Stefano Casalotti, David Arditti,  Jean Dollimore
(minutes). Apologies: Jane Boardman, Paul Gasson,

1. Matters arising from minutes of June meeting
James took the meeting through the minutes. Stefano had been asked to ensure that a senior LB Camden
member writes to the parks asking for cycle facilities to be improved. To address this, he emailed Gerry
Harrison who wrote to Doug Amer asking him to write the letter and promised to follow this up. James
offered to phone Doug Amer to check whether this has been done.

2. Treasurer’s report
Currently there is £6976.50 in the account, which includes the £2000 for the Camley Street feasibility
study. About £3000 will be needed to cover bike week expenses.

3. Report back on WRCSAG
We discussed the relationship between CCC’s recent absence from these meetings and the current
atmosphere in them. Things have changed since so many residents groups have been invited to attend and
there is considerable animosity to cyclists. It has become an amenities forum in which issues such as
increasing parking, removing dropped kerbs, street furniture and zebras are discussed. We felt that we
should coordinate our attendance, so that someone always goes. James said that he and Paul Gasson will
attend next week’s meeting. We also felt that we should continue to suggest items for the agenda. James
will raise cycle training this summer as an agenda item for the next meeting, mentioning the effect of cycle
training on accident rates in the TfL Action Plan.

Members Meeting

Present: the above plus Rob Jinman, a new member. Apologies: Mayer Hillman, George Coulouris.
4. Infrastructure study
Daniel started a discussion of suitable infrastructure. This arose from a discussion between Ralph Smyth
and some ICAG members in which it was stated that Islington Council should be lobbied to stop them
putting in bad infrastructure. For example, tracks that are built too narrow will have to be altered when the
disability discrimination legislation arrives in 2 years time.
This then developed into a discussion of how you can design two-way cycle lanes that are wide enough
for rickshaws and yet cars can be kept out. For example, cars use the cycle lanes that go from Covent
garden onto Waterloo Bridge; they also use Lambs Conduit Street. One possible solution is to use off-
centre bollards. Rob volunteered to go out with his camera and take some photographs of offenders.
The meeting felt that CCC could make an interesting event to address this issue. We are looking for
examples of two sorts of infrastructure problems: the first has built-in conflicts with other road users (e.g.
Byng Place); the second causes law-breaking (e.g. cars in bike lane).
Daniel will ask via the CCC mailing list for people to suggest examples and locations. We will then
identify a day in September when people will go out and take photographs of these problems. The
material collected will be made into a study, which is intended to be fed back to the designers.

5. Trams conference
Jean reported on the conference on integrating cycling and LRT, which CCC funded her to attend in
Nottingham in June. A written version of the report will appear in the July news update together with
some of the photographs of tram features in Frieburg, Strasbourg etc. The conference indicated that it will
always be dangerous to cycle across rails at a narrow angle,  but Rob says people in Holland coexist well
with tram rails. On the whole, the discussions at the conference indicated that although experienced
cyclists can manage in good conditions (light traffic), training would be required and it is generally best to
separate cyclists from trams. We discussed the pros and cons of trams, all but James were in favour.

6. Regents Park Outer Roads
Stefano reported on the meeting held between CCC and Transport 2000 as part of a campaign to stop the
outer roads in Regents Park from being used as through routes. That is, to restrict them for use by
residents and people visiting the park. They considered the advantages and disadvantages of using gates
or road barriers to achieve this. They have to allow for visitors to the zoo accessing the 200-place car



park. The current preferred option is to close the West (Kent) Gate and to place three barriers in the road
(one by the west gate, another by the zoo and the third on the south side).
It was thought that Camden Council may object on the basis of traffic displaced into nearby streets e.g.
Albany Street where the residents may also object. A similar plan has already been opposed by Camden.
The next move is to make a plan showing details of the proposal and eventually to send it to Royal Parks
(the managers of Regents Park). However, Rick Andrew who is campaigning for cycle paths inside
Regents Park wants to defer this until he has made some progress. Crown Estate owns the buildings
surrounding Regents Park and the gates.
The next meeting of Regents Park Outer Roads group will be at 6pm on August 19th. Stefano will
publicise this meeting on the CCC list in order to encourage new participants.

7. Speakers for future meetings
We have already invited Doug Amer for September 9th. Doug wants to join a discussion rather than
giving a talk. James will make some notes on suggestions for a discussion with him.
We would like to have a presentation by Tom Young on the Camley Street/Agar grove cycle link. Jean
will ask Paul Gannon to organise this.

8. Camley Street/ Agar Grove link
We studied the sketch of cycle ramp that Paul Gannon had provided and located its position on the map.
It was felt that this link will be very valuable, in spite of being potentially rather expensive to construct.
We look forward to seeing Tom Young’s report. We deferred further discussion until Paul Gannon can
be present.

9. Experience from Bike Week
Cyclists breakfast was pronounced a success, as an activity that gains new members in an attractive way.
It was felt that we should do some additional breakfasts in different places.
James reported mixed success with his rides in terms of numbers. He would not do the evening ride
again. The Sunday ride was good but only 5 people attended. However, he feels that CCC should keep up
a program of rides. James reported that Dr. Bike was successful in attracting new people and that CCC
should do more of these.
There was a long discussion on BikeFest. Rob reported that he went to Green Fair but failed to see
BikeFest. We felt that this was a general problem and that just putting up signs would not be enough. It is
essential that the cycling events must be fully visible from Green Fair, although the use of the street
outside St. James Gardens would require additional security and insurance. Stefano said that Stuart
Dennison may not want to bring the BikeFix bikes again (he has already done so three times). However
he might, if CCC pays him. Perhaps we could charge £1-£1.50 for trying a bike.
David thinks that previous BikeFests in Queens Square and Brunswick Square were more pleasant for
people riding the circuit of roads – apparently there were some problems with locals this time.
Stefano wants to maintain the contact with Green Fair. He will be having a meeting with the organisers on
21st July. For the time being, CCC will consider the options for next year but will not commit to doing
anything.

10. Bike Theft
James would like to collect information that could be useful in preventing thefts. He will write an article in
the newsletter to encourage members to report on the relevant issues such as the relative merits of
different types of locks and places to avoid when leaving a cycle.

11. Consultations
Bury Place  - this will be posted on the CCC mailing list, together with comments on the contraflow cycle
lane already discussed in email.
Tavistock Place -

12. AOB
Rob was asked, as a new member, to tell the us about his main concerns in relation to cycling. He
mentioned cycle tracks being put on pavements, with ridiculous "give way" markings at driveways every
few yards,

 Next meeting: Monday 11th August.                                                      JD 15/07/03


